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Introduction:  
The fate of organic molecules (whether natural or anthropogenic) depends in part on their 

distribution among the natural reservoirs (hydrosphere, atmosphere, geosphere, and biosphere) in the 
environment.  When no chemical change occurs, the distribution is based on physical processes and the 
physicochemical properties of the molecule.  The distribution of organic compounds among water and 
natural solids (e.g., soils, sediments and suspended particles) or biological organisms can be viewed as 
an equilibrium partitioning process between the aqueous phase and the organic matter present in natural 
solids or biota.  To a first approximation, the more non-polar (or hydrophobic) a molecule is, the more 
it will tend to accumulate in the natural solids and biological organisms (particularly in the fatty tissue 
thereof).  A useful parameter has therefore been developed to help quantify the hydrophobic character 
of a molecule based on n-octanol, a water-immiscible organic solvent.1  n-Octanol is thuss a surrogate 
for biological systems in estimating the distribution of organic molecules in the environment.  Although 
the extent of uptake from water into n-octanol is not identical to that in organisms, in most cases it 
appears to be directly proportional.  

If we consider the distribution of a molecule between the water and the n-octanol as an equilibrium:
(rxn 1)  Molecule dissolved in water    Molecule dissolved in ⇌ n-octanol

then we can write the equilibrium expression:

(eqn 1) K ow=
C o

C w

where Kow is the octanol-water partition constant, CO is the concentration of the organic compound in n-
octanol and CW is the concentration of the organic compound in water.  Note that a larger value of Kow 

indicates a more hydrophobic molecule with a larger tendency to bioaccumulate.
Traditionally, Kow measurements involve the ‘shake flask’ method: a known amount of analyte is 

shaken in a mixture of n-octanol and water.  The concentration of the compound in the two phases is 
then analyzed by various techniques.  This can be time consuming and is best suited for compounds 
with low to medium Kow values.  Obtaining reliable Kow data for highly hydrophobic compounds is 
challenging, and Kow values may be found in the literature differing by 2-3 orders of magnitude.2    

HPLC (high performance liquid chromatography) is a modern analytical technique for separating, 
identifying, and quantifying molecules based on differences in hydrophobic/hydrophilic character.  In 
reverse-phase HPLC, a polar solvent or a mixture thereof (the "mobile phase") carries a sample through 
a column packed with beads coated by a non-polar substance (the "stationary phase").  The organic 
components of the sample are separated based on differences in their affinities for the mobile and 
stationary phases.  In theory, HPLC separates compounds based on the exact physicochemical 
properties measured by Kow, and is therefore a perfect surrogate.3,4  Note that the longer a compound 
remains in the column, the higher its affinity for the non-polar stationary phase, the more hydrophobic 
it is, and therefore, the larger Kow.  

In HPLC, the amount of time a compound takes to move through the column is called the "retention 
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time."  The retention time is dependent upon not only the hydrophobic nature of the compound, but 
also on some of the operational parameters of the instrument itself, such as the length of the column. 
To account for operational differences in HPLC, we will actually use the capacity factor instead of the 
retention time. The capacity factor (k’) compares the retention time of the analyte molecule (t) to the 
retention time of a molecule that flows directly through the column without being retained (t0):

k '=
t−t0

t 0

In this lab, you will use HPLC to measure the capacity factors (k') of a number of compounds with 
known octanol-water partition constants (Kow), determine the best correlation between k' and Kow, 
develop a standard curve based on this relationship, and predict the Kow of a few unknown compounds.

Safety Considerations: 
You will be using a number of organic compounds, some of which are known or suspected 
carcinogens!  Take care in handling all compounds and solutions in this lab.  All chemicals and 
solutions used in this lab MUST BE DISPOSED OF IN LABELED ORGANIC WASTE 
CONTAINERS.

Procedure:
The following steps will be done as a class 

1. Solutions of the following compounds in methanol will be made in advance for you and placed 
in numbered vials as follows:

Vial Compound CAS #
1 Benzene 71-43-2
2 Toluene 108-88-3
5 Naphthalene 91-20-3
6 Biphenyl 92-52-4
8 Benzophenone 119-61-9
10 4-Bromophenol 106-41-2
11 1,2-Dicholorbenzene 95-50-1
Note: Vials are numbered randomly

2. Make two mixtures of known solutions by adding 10 drops of the solutions to HPLC sample 
vials as follows:
• Known Mixture 1: Benzene (#1), Toluene (#2), and Naphthalene (#5)
• Known Mixture 2: Biphenyl (#6), Benzophenone (#8), 4-Bromophenol (#10), and 1,2-

Dichlorobenzene (#11)
3. Make an Unknown mixture by adding 10 drops each from vials #3, #7, and #12 to a third HPLC 

sample vial.
4. Add enough methanol to each of the sample vials to fill the vial about 1/2 full.
5. Take your vials to the HPLC and run the samples using the following parameters:

• Column: C18, 4.5×150mm
• Mobile Phase: 70/30 Methanol/Water
• Flow rate: 1 mL/min

• Detector: UV-Vis at 245, 230, 260 nm
• Run time: 18 min
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Analysis
The following should be done in your notebook.  You may choose to do this after the lab, but your lab  
will not be signed off, and your duplicate pages will not be accepted, until it is completed.  This  
analysis should also appear in your formal lab report.

 1. Make a table where you can record the t, t0, k', and log(k') for all the compounds.  
 2. Determine the retention times for the compounds from the chromatograms.  The order of 

elution will be:
• Known 1: Benzene, Toluene, Naphthalene
• Known 2: 4-Bromophenol, Benzophenone, 1,2,-Dichlorobenzene, Biphenyl
• Unknowns: #7, #12, #3

 3. Calculate the k' values using the equation in the Introduction.  Calculate log(k') for all 
compounds.

 4. Go to the  LOGKOW website (http://logkow.cisti.nrc.ca/logkow/) and look up the log(Kow) 
values for the 7 unknown compounds.  It is probably easiest to look up the compounds using the 
CAS# (a unique identifying number assigned to chemicals by the Chemical Abstract Service) 
listed in the table in the Procedure.  Note that for many compounds, a range of Kow values will 
be reported, having been determined via different methods.  Use the suggested number provided 
by LOGKOW.

 5. Use a spreadsheet program to make two plots:  
• log(Kow) vs k'
• log(Kow) vs log(k')

 6. Calculate the best-fit lines for each of the two plots, including the R2 values.
 7. Use the R2 values to determine the best correlation between Kow and k'.  
 8. Use the best-fit line for the graph representing the best correlation to predict Kow for the 

unknown compounds.

Conclusions
Answers to these questions must be included as part of your Conclusions in your written lab report.  
Include them in your Conclusions narrative, not as numbered list of questions and answers.

1. Include the HPLC chromatograms, the correlation plots, and the analysis from above in your 
report.

2. The unknown compounds are:
Vial Compound CAS #
3 Xylene 106-42-3
7 1,10-Phenanthroline 66-71-7
12 Chlorobenzene 108-90-7

Go to the LOGKOW website and look up the accepted log(Kow) values for these compounds.
3. Calculate the percent error in your experimental log(Kow) for the unknown compounds.
4. Consider the percent errors and range of numbers on LOGKOW, comment on how well the 

HPLC method worked.
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